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Abstract. This article describes a proposition and ﬁrst examples of
using inductive learning methods in building of the image understanding
system with the hierarchical structure of knowledge. This system may be
utilized in various task of automatic image interpretation, classiﬁcation
and image enhancement. The paper points to the essential problems of
the whole method: the constructing an eﬀective algorithm of conceptual
clustering and creation of the method of knowledge evaluation. Some
possible solutions are discussed and ﬁrst practical results (image ﬁltering)
are presented.
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1

Introduction

The starting point of presented research is the general idea of the image understanding methods (Figure 1). The most important characteristic of that approach
is the extraction of the semantic content of the image (or more generally - the
phenomenon or event). It is constructed by the automatic reasoning process,
according to the knowledge about the images [5]. This scheme can essentially
improve the automatic interpretation of the events, but we can also point to
some weaknesses. The ﬁrst one is the assumption that we have a useful model
of the phenomena. The process of creating the model of a domain involves both,
the deﬁnition of concepts and deﬁning the relationships between them [4]. This
task is more formally called an ontology building. There are several tools [6]
which may support this process but the starting assumptions still depend on
the knowledge and intuition of the researcher (i.e. human being) [4]. The created ontology describes one speciﬁc reality, so the system is often insuﬃciently
ﬂexible to act in a changing environment. That is the second weakness. Another
diﬃculty is associated with a problem of knowledge acquisition - learning. There
is no general methodology of learning [2], we have several methods, but the open
problem is how to choose the suitable one and accommodate it to the changing
circumstances.
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The article describes an attempt to overcome these weaknesses, it explains a
simple idea of creating the concept structure according to the visible phenomena. This structure includes the general knowledge about images and may be
considered as the model of the phenomena.
The method will be illustrated by the chosen examples - mainly by the method
of the removing of obstructions from image. They may be caused by the noise
(this is an often eﬀect of image acquiring in extreme poor light condition), by
artifacts (as a result of image compression, typically occurs in USB cameras).
The obstructions may be also caused by dust or scratches (analyzing of the
archive, analog photos).

Fig. 1. Idea of the image understanding (based on the [5])

2

Method Outline

I begin with the problems of ontology creation. Following this approach I will
cancel or reduce all initial assumptions about the visible phenomena.
That reduction leads to the statement that the phenomenon consists of a
kind of atomic, elementary parts, called primitive objects or instances. They
corresponds to the primitive “concepts”, called also types or classes. Suﬃce it
to say that concepts are some kind of generalization of objects. The objects are
connected by primitive relationships. We will use the following notations:
X
X0 , X ⊂ X
C0 , C
D0 , D

— space of all objects,
— sets of objects,
— sets of concepts,
— sets of relationships.

So, at the beginning, we assume that C0 , D0 represent primitive concepts and
primitive relationships respectively. These sets contain the whole initial knowledge. The main idea is that the general knowledge is included in the structure of
concepts. So, the increase of knowledge is possible by creating the new concepts.
I consider those concepts as the generalization of objects, therefore the presence
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of the certain objects in the given reality is a condition of the concept creating.
This universal idea is utilized in various kinds of inductive learning and learning
based on the observation [1]. The objects which make the creating of the concept
possible should be in some way signiﬁcant. I assume that it will happen if objects
are connected by the relationships. A frequent, multiple presence of those objects
should strengthen their ability to create concepts, according to the simple rule:
this phenomenon occurs many times, so it must be important. Now I will be more
precise about this.
Let us assume, we can select the primitive objects and recognize them as
particular instances corresponding to the certain concepts (classiﬁcation task).
Let us also assume that it is possible to check all prior deﬁned relations between
all objects. Consider one of them, indicated by:
where: ri ∈ D, i ∈ I, I = {1, 2, . . . , u} is a set of indices of relations.
ri ,
Let us presume, ri has n arguments, so it may be satisﬁed by some n-tuple
(ordered sequence of n elements) indicated by:
(nth Cartesian power of set X)
t, t ∈ Xn
Of course, this relationship may be satisﬁed by many other sequence, denoted
by:
where: i ∈ I, k ∈ K, K = {1, 2, . . . , m} is a set of indices of tuples,
tik ,
which satisfy ri relation (the ﬁrst index of tuple tik , point to ri relation).
Just according to the selected tuples we will try to create groups (sets) of
objects that will allow us to construct the new concept. Let us deﬁne the group
G as an ordered set of selected tuples:
G = {tik : i ∈ I, k ∈ K}
(we assume here (see above) that ﬁrst index of tuple tik allows us to identify
relation which is satisﬁed).
Let us transform the G set by the simple replacing of each object in each tuple
by the label of object type. We obtain a set, denoted by S, that describes an
abstract1 arrangement of relations in the group. The groups that have identical
or similar2 arrangement will be regarded as similar. Many such groups may
appear in the sequence of input images. So, a set of similar groups should be
consider:
G = {G1 , G2 , . . . , Gz }
The G set will be used in creation of the new concept. The next chapter presents
a simple method of construction of the G set. Generally, this task should consist
of a kind of conceptual clustering3 , in domain of deﬁned above groups. After
the clustering process we can obtain a set of groups, which are similar to each
other, and according to this we can determine one, most characteristic group. I
will use G to denote this group, and S to denote an arrangement of relations
in G . The whole task of creation of G set will be denoted by FG.
1
2
3

Depending on the types, not on the particular objects.
Similarity may be deﬁned here in several ways.
We have a n-ary relations, that might be represented by the predicate P(t), t ∈
Xn . So, the solution of the clustering task may base on the usage of ﬁrst-order
representations and methods of inductive logic programming (ILP) [3].
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Fig. 2. Example of the group structure

Figure 2 shows several indexed objects x1 , x2 , . . . of three types (circle, pentagon, square). The few relationships are also deﬁned (r1 - red oval, r2 - blue,
r3 - orange, r4 - green, r5 - black). We can specify several tuples:
t31 = (x2 ), t32 = (x9 ), t33 = (x11 ) (the t31 denotes 1-st tuple of relation r3 )
t21 = (x1 , x4 ), t22 = (x1 , x2 ), t23 = (x8 , x9 ), t24 = (x8 , x7 )
t41 = (x3 , x5 ), t42 = (x10 , x11 ),
t11 = (x1 , x2 , x3 ), t12 = (x9 , x8 , x10 ).
So, I can point to two groups “strongly” connected by the relations:
G1 = {t31 , t21 , t22 , t11 }, G2 = {t32 , t24 , t23 , t12 } then G = {G1 , G2 } and for
example: G = G1
Let us go back to the main problem. As a ﬁrst approximation, we can say:
new concept = S
The new concept is treated as an arrangement of relationships enriched by the
information about the types of their arguments. To let us describe the new phenomena more completely, it should contain an additional information. The new
object (of a new concept) may be deﬁned as a combination of several sub-objects
according to the structure of the group (see next part of this chapter). The new
objects may have new attributes (new properties vector). The objects should in
some way inherit properties from sub-objects. It may be done for example by
the simple copying, calculating a sum or average of given values. More generally, we can imagine the task of calculating the attributes as a combination of
certain standard transformation. Let FA be a whole process of creating of new
properties vector.
There is another signiﬁcant question. The new objects are the combination
of sub-objects, but may they be applied as arguments of old relationships? Or,
should the old relationship be rather redeﬁned in order to be applied to the
new objects? It depends on how long we require the new objects to inherit a
behavior of its parents. To be more precise, it depends on how the attributes
are transformed (in the previous FA process) and what new interpretation they
have. Let FR be a process of adapting or creating the new relationships.
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Finally, we can consider the concept as a composition of elements:
S , FG, FA, FR
So, the creation of the new concept is performed by the combination of transformations FG, FA and FR. As a result the new concept, new relationships and
new objects are obtained. We can join them into the C, D, X sets respectively.
The whole process may be operated repetitively. This results in creating a hierarchical structure of concepts and hierarchical structure of new objects, see the
Figure 3. The structure of concepts includes the new general knowledge, while
the structure of objects contains the knowledge about the particular scene. The
structure of concepts may be also treated as a model of given reality. Thanks to
hierarchical form, the knowledge may be interpreted, veriﬁed, adapted to other
systems and ﬁnally understood by the man.
Thus, there are two general aspects of learning. First is associated with the
process of the creating of the concept structure. It means a building of the model
of the reality. The second kind of learning (creating of the structure of objects)
deals with the acquisition of knowledge about particular objects (scene).

Fig. 3. The iterative process of knowledge creation. If the new concepts are not created,
the action may be called an “image interpretation”.

There still remain two important matters. The ﬁrst one is associated with
the question: is this knowledge really useful? The knowledge evaluation may be
performed in several ways:
– By the practical action.
Let us imagine the system as an agent acting in the certain environment.
According to the given scene and its own concept structure the agent can
create the structure of objects. Then, the correlation between the existence
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of the certain concepts and the agent’s ability to make correct decisions (or
simple ability to survive) can be computed. We assume that the agent be
able to do the correct decisions has the most useful knowledge. This approach
may be used especially in evolutionary algorithms.
– By the deﬁned performance function.
The hierarchical knowledge may be interpreted, so a direct method of its
evaluation may be deﬁned.
– By the using of the arbiter, teacher (supervised learning).
The second important problem mentioned above, is how to ﬁnd the best concept
structure (i.e. system knowledge). This task may be treated as the task of the
optimization of the function in a multidimensional space. It seems to be properly deﬁned; we have the criterion function4 , we can also control the process of
creating the concept structure. That suggests that to ﬁnd the suitable concept
structure we can use one of the well-known techniques, for example:
– “Trial and error method”.
– Certain kind of evolutionary algorithm (a particular system is considered as
an individual).
– Kind of Monte Carlo method.
However, the direct usage of such methods is problematical. The particular concept structure is generated as a result of multiple execution of transformation
FG, FA and FR. There are many possible variants of these transformation.
The solution is one point of the extremely large hypothesis space. In order to
decrease the number of solutions, we can propose some heuristic approach. Assume generally that the selection of each transformations is done with the help
of a certain local criterion functions. These functions play a role of a guide that
helps searching through the decision tree. The next parts of article provide more
details.

3

The Simple Solution - The Example of Using the
Method in the Image Analysis System

The examples that will be described in the next chapters have been tested in
the simple image analyzing system which has been designed mainly as a ﬁeld
of experiments. The ﬁrst example is trivial, but allows us to point to some
important properties of the method.
The ﬁrst steps refer to deﬁning the initial sets C0 , D0 (primitive concepts
and relationships). As a system input is considered a sequence of pictures from
CCD camera (I have used ﬁgures of animals drawn by a child). By using the
segmentation method we can identify sets of pixels which create a simple raster
4

It may be directly the performance function, or some functions that depend on the
teacher’s decision or eﬀects of the practical action.
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ﬁgures. These ﬁgures may be easily transformed to vectors with properties like:
number of pixels, color, center coordinates, approximate shape. This structure
will be considered as a primitive object. Between such objects some primitive
relationships are deﬁned: binary - neighboring, and a few unary, for example:
having a small size, having a red color.
The next steps relate to the FG, FA and FR transformations.
1. The FG transformation, selection of the G and G sets.
The relationships which hold between the objects in the groups generally refer to
any, multi-argument predicates. In this simple case I will take into consideration
only one- or two-argument relationships. A group G will be created by one main
object om ∈ X and several objects which are connected with it by some relations.
That group may be easily determined by checking all possible relationships of
the om object. In this way we can create groups for all om objects. Having the
set of groups, a simple clustering can be performed. In this connection we should
draw attention to several universal criteria:
1. The basic criterion - number of similar groups. The groups which have identical arrangement of relationships are similar (see previous chapter), and
may create a cluster. The number of groups in this cluster indicates how
important it is. The arrangement of the groups will be called a “pattern”.
2. The validity of objects that create the groups. After a few iterations of the
concept creation process we obtain many combined objects. Each object may
be evaluated directly basis on the number of objects that were included.
3. The validity of the relationships between the objects of the group. In the
simple way it can be expressed by the number of relationships that connect
objects in the group. In addition the amount of one-argument relationships
that are satisﬁed by the main om object may be respected.
4. The “parent-child” restriction. Let us presume, we create a new group Gn
based on the main object om . Let om (as a combined object) consist of
“parent” object op . Assume that the new group Gn includes also the op .
Such a “double” object as a redundant should be deleted or, if not, the
evaluation of such a group should be decreased.
5. The similarity to old patterns. The similarity between groups on the analyzing scenes is of course a base of clustering. But the similarity between
the new groups and groups that was already used to create the concepts is
undesirable. It may result in creating a redundant concept.
According to the given rules a sorted list of sets of groups can be made. The best
element that may be considered as the G set will be used to create the concept.
So, the mentioned above criteria play a role of local criterion functions (guide
function) that help searching through the decision tree (chapter 2).
2. The FA transformation, deﬁnition of new properties vector.
The calculating of the attributes of the new objects must base on the properties
of the component objects. Without going into details, we can calculate the sum
(number of pixels), average (color, center coordinate) and maximum (shape).
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3. The FR transformation, process of adapting or creating the relationships.
In described case the new concepts inherit all old relationships.
After a description of the FG, FA and FR transformations, we should still
explain how we will evaluate the knowledge and which searching algorithm will
be used (chapter 2). In our very simple case the evaluation will depend on the
“agent’s ability to survive”. Therefore we use an uncomplicated “trial and error
method”.

Fig. 4. The input sequence of pictures - the ﬁgures of animals

Figure 4 shows the sequence of analyzing pictures. The next picture (Figure 5)
presents processed images and frames showing the “state” of the system. The green
circled item (top right) is an example of a pattern.
1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 | 3 4 ct 8 ## 3 qqq 105
The list of deﬁned concepts is shown in the left-center frame. The red circled
item:
type 10 ct 8 qq 5 pat: 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 | 3 46
shows the deﬁnition of type 10, that represents something having big, blue body
and four green legs. We can consider this as a concept “horse”. The bootom
frames show the system state after analysis of second and third images presented
in the Figure 4. We can identify two another concept:
type 11 ct 0 qq 1 pat: | 5 6
type 13 ct 10 qq 6 pat: 1.11 | 2 4
The ﬁrst one we consider as a “rider”, while the second as a “rider on the
horse” (the object of type 11 “rider” is connected to the main object of type
10 “horse”). The creation of the last concept was possible when the concept
“horse” was created ﬁrst. We can say that the proper interpretation of a new
phenomenon is possible when the suitable knowledge is available. Without them,
it may be understood as a “dragon” with four legs and something red on the
top.

5

6

1.7 - relation 1 neighboring; holds between the main object and four others of type
7, 3 4 - properties of main object having a blue color, having a big size, ct 8 type of the main object (index of concept on the list), ## 3 - number of the
group of objects that match the pattern, qqq 10 - value of performance function of
pattern.
Type 10 - number of type, ct 8 - type of the main object, qq 5 - value of validity
function of that type, pat: 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 | 3 4 - the pattern described earlier (objects
of type 7 have properties 2,5; having a green color, having small size).
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Fig. 5. The interface of the image understanding system - the concept deﬁnitions

4

Image Filtering - Obstruction Removing

The presented above example was an illustration of the method, while the current
case may be also applied practically. The task deals with the method of the image
quality enhancement. For simplicity, I will only go about the removing of the
dust, noise eﬀects or artifacts. The main problem here is how to recognize the
little obstructions (artifacts, dust seeds) among other small objects on te picture.
The simple image recognition methods consider the properties of the objects, but
it is not enough to perform a correct classiﬁcation. The other small objects have
often the same properties. We should also take into consideration relationships
between the objects.
As well as in the previous case we have the raster image, so we will also
follow analogous steps. The ﬁrst step corresponds to the deﬁnitions of the primitive concepts and primitive relationships (initial sets C0 , D0 , chapter 2). Like
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in the previous example we can obtain (after a segmentation) sets of pixels that
represent the objects and then we can calculate the vectors of object properties (identical properties are used: number of pixels, color, center coordinates,
approximate shape). The ﬁgure 6 shows an example of raster image (part A), objects after the segmentation process (part B) and the “map” of primitive objects
(part C).

Fig. 6. A: example of raster image, that represents a fragment of a house roof.
B: objects after the segmentation process (a region growing method was used).
C: “The symbolic map” that depicts all object on the picture in the form of symbols (small circles). The unique name tags of objects as well as labels of their type are
also displayed. D: Objects of learning strings (see the next chapter).

The deﬁnitions of the relationships are also analogous. There are deﬁned unary
relations concerning properties like color and size (see chapter 3). In order to
better convey the spatial interactions between objects, the binary relationship,
neighboring (chapter 3) is split into two variants. They are: neighboring up (object is above the other one) and neighboring down.
Again, also the processes FG, FA and FR will be deﬁned similarly.
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In accordance with the our methodology, the next steps should involve two
problems:
- the evaluation of the system knowledge,
- the choose of the the optimization method.
4.1

Evaluation of Knowledge

A result of the working of the system is an enhancement of the picture quality, so
it may be judged by the man. We can imagine thousands of output pictures generated by the systems (having diﬀerent variants of knowledge). Their evaluation
in this way is of course impossible. But remember, we are able to interpret the
structure of the concepts (chapter 2). So, we will try to deﬁne the performance
functions that should evaluate the possibility of usage of the concept structure
in the classiﬁcation task.
Let us divide all concepts which have been created to two parts. Let ﬁrst of
them correspond to the concepts which describe the “normal” objects that may
appear in the picture (for example: trees, lives, homes, roofs, chimneys, cats,
cat’s eyes, dogs, and so one). Let C1 denote that concept set. In contrast, the
second part, denoted by C0 corresponds to the obstructions (artifacts, scratches,
dust etc.) Additionally, consider the set of primitive objects (denoted in chapter
2 by X0 ). Based on this set two subset can be created: S0 , S1 ⊂ X0 . Let S1
includes objects which (according to us) may be a part of “normal” objects that
belong to concepts from C1 . Similarly, S0 will be a set of primitive objects which
may create objects of concepts from C0 . The S0 and S1 may be considered as
training sets (learning sequences), created by the teacher. Our goal is to build
such a knowledge (i.e. concept structure) that allows us to good distinguish
between objects belonging to concepts from C0 and C1 respectively. If so, any
object belonging to concept from C1 set should include (as combined objects) a
lot of primitive objects from S1 and very few (or none of them) from S0 . Many
kinds of functions which have this property can be proposed, for example:

f1 (C) =

0
m1 2
n1 n

if m0 > m1 or m1 = 0 or m0 > 1
otherwise

where:
C ∈ C1
n — number of objects that belong to C concept
n1 — number of elements in S1
m0 — number of primitive objects from S0 that were used to create
objects of C concept (the objects have the hierarchical structure,
so the usage of the primitive objects may be direct or indirect)
m1 — number of primitive objects from S1 that were used to
create objects of C concept

(1)
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The value of f1 function goes to 17 when concept C includes objects that
have been built using many elements of S1 . Even if one element from S0 has
been used, the value of function is 08 .
In the same way a function f0 that evaluates the possibility of recognition of
“bad” objects, belonging to concepts from C0 may be deﬁned.
Having the functions:
f0 (C j ), where: C j ∈ C0 , j = 1, 2, . . .
f1 (C k ), where: C k ∈ C1 , k = 1, 2, . . .
which evaluate all concepts from C0 and C1 we can propose measure that evaluate the whole knowledge. This function may be based on a calculating of a
maximum or weighted average of value of all f0 (C j ) and f1 (C k ). The measure
used in our case will be deﬁned later.
Let us note here interesting property of our system: its ability to work correctly without complete knowledge about all objects. The teacher who creates
the training set selects such primitive objects, which are, according to him, most
relevant and represent “diﬃcult cases”. Having such learning sequence the system must build complex structure of concepts, which may precisely interpret
such diﬃcult situations. However, a visible image includes a lot of “normal” objects whose components not appear in training set9 . In that case, the creation
of concepts not involves using the evaluation criteria. The created concepts are
mostly a small, uncomplicated and even desultory structure. So, automatically
created knowledge structure is accurate in the crucial areas, while outside it has
more accidental character. Our system may not “know” what is the cat’s leg,
but it must create the concept “cat’s eye” in order to distinguish between small
objects that were presented in the strings S0 and S1 .
Let us go back to the ﬁltering task. First, with the use of the learning method,
introduced above, we should create the set C1 . Then, we may propose several
variants of ﬁltering procedure. In our case it is deﬁned as follows:
1. Based on the given picture determining the primitive objects.
2. Among them ﬁnding the “suspicious” objects, which may be the seed of dust.
This is an easy task. Due to the huge number of such objects, system usually
creates the concept of “something small”. It is also possible to directly choose
the small objects from all primitive ones.

7

8

9

Normally: m1 ≤ n, one object from C concept is created according to only
one primitive object from S1 , however there may exist object in C which are
not be created based on the object from S1 . Additionally, what is obvious:
m1 ≤ n1 .
The construction of the other forms of f1 function involves also the usage of m0 and
m1 . If it is possible, the function should be independent on absolute value of n1 , n
and normalized to the chosen range, e.g. 0, 1.
The optimization method, se the next chapter, creates often many concepts in one
route.
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Fig. 7. The upper frame: ranking list of the arrangements of the relationships. The
bootom frame: set of deﬁned concepts.

3. Creating the objects of all concepts from C1 .
4. Removing all suspicious objects which are not a components of the objects
of C1 concepts 10 .
One remark that only the concepts from C1 are used here, so the function that
evaluates the whole knowledge (see above) may be deﬁned very simply:
ξ(c1 ) =

m


f1 (C k ),

C k ∈ C1 , m − number of elements in C1 set

(2)

k=1

Figure 6 D. depicts objects of learning strings S0 (red) and S1 (blue) (for the
sake of better view they are superimposed on the raster picture). After a process
of concepts creation (described in next chapter) a small concept structure was
build, depicted in the bottom window of Figure 7. The item:
typ 12 ct 11 qq 2 pat: 8.10 | 3 7
is a deﬁnition of a concept that may be interpreted as a small, dark object
situated above the brown, big one11 . The Figure 8 presents two created objects
10

11

In the complementary method we can create the set C0 (learning utilizes f0 functions). Then, in 4th step we should remove suspicious objects which -are- a components of the objects of C0 concepts.
Type 12 - number of concept, ct 11 - type of the main object, qq 2 - value of validity
of that concept, pat: 8.10 - relation 8 - neighboring up, holds between the main object
and the object of type 10, 3 7 - properties of whole object: having a brown color,
having a big size, furthermore, typ 10 has properties: 2,5 - having a blue color, having
small size.
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Fig. 8. The two instance of concept “rod of the lightning conductor attached to the
roof”, 12 - number of type (concept), 194,195 - uniqe labels of objects.

of this concept (superimposed on the raster picture). We can identify new concept
as the rod of the lightning conductor attached to the roof. The objects of new
concept may be distinguished from other objects nearby.
4.2

Optimization Method

The whole task of knowledge building may be considered as a task of optimization of a mutli-argument function. The creation of the knowledge (hierarchical
concept structure) is a multi-stage iterative process (chapter 2) On each stage
we should determine the FG, FA and FR transformation, but in our case the
transformation FA and FR will be always identical. So, we must determine only
the FG transformations, which corresponds to choosing the groups of tuples. In
this problem we will be supported by the heuristic method. On each stage we
may rank the groups according to a certain local criterion, which estimates the
possibility of the group to make a useful concept12 . From the best groups we
choose a certain number of groups and basing on them we create the concepts.
There remains the question which of the groups to choose. The labels of groups
on the ranking list on all the stages may be considered as arguments of the
function being optimized. The Monte Carlo optimization method has been used
here. The concept described in previous point (chapter 4.1) was generated in
this way. The ﬁgure 7 (upper frame) presents ranking list of the relationship
arrangements on the last stage of the crating the hierarchical concept structure. The values of the local criterion functions are displayed on the end of
each line.

12

We will not discuss the various forms of this function, its deﬁnition may respect the
criteria from chapter 3, ﬁrst of all the number of tuples in the group.
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Conclusions

The conception of knowledge as certain hierarchical structures is relatively simply, but also limited. It not agrees with the many modern ways of understanding
the term ”knowledge” [2]. Despite this, described approach may be useful in
the tasks of the ontology building, knowledge acquisition and interpretation of
particular phenomena. This is connected with a prospect of creating of these
structure fully automatically. Of course everything depends on the abilities of
developing and applying the appropriate methods. So, the most essential challenges are:
– Adapting the existing algorithms of clustering to the task of clustering of
groups.
– Finding the methods of evaluating the knowledge.
– Finding the heuristic rules that allow us to accelerate the process of the
search of the proper knowledge structure.
– Developing the methods for creating the new objects properties and relationships.
Without a progress in the solving of these problems the method seams to be
only a kind of tool to create “something from nothing”. The paper provides
some solutions of the problem. They should be treated as an incentive to further
researches.
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